Don’t take our word for it.
Hear what our clients have to say!
I sent our updated budget to my colleagues on the board of our chapter and they are sending me
congratulatory messages on the success of this conference. I will be advising them
that it is all due to having you look after the administration. Thank you!
Conference Board Member
Rhino Consulting has been a key partner and continually creates game changing strategic ideas for our
conference. From the design of our logo, creation of our website, to the community donations we
now distribute, we appreciate all she has done to help make our conference what it is today.
Conference Board Member
I just want to take a moment to thank you for all of your work on our WRC event. You have done so
much to make it successful! Instead of dread or fear or exhaustion, I’m really excited for the event!
It’s just amazing how everything seems to be coming together so quickly and perfectly,
in large part due to your guidance, vision and hard work. Thank you!!
Conference Board Member
Recently, I spoke at your annual conference in Portland, Oregon. Once again it was a wonderful experience and so
enjoyable. Having been a speaker at a number of large events over the years, I wanted to point how well the event
(again) was organized. During the proceeding months I received emails keeping me informed of various items and
of those tasks that I still needed to accomplish. Arriving at the event, I was greeted and then handed everything I
needed in addition to being escorted into the room and introduced to the individual who would be introducing me.
I had already been put in touch with the sponsor which was a real treat. Thanks to Jennifer for her organizations
skills and making this such a wonderful experience; thanks to the Board for ensuring that Jennifer is in charge!
Conference Speaker
Rhino Consulting is very professional and thorough. I’m extremely pleased with how our
conference is coming together. I know their dedication and experience is a big factor in that.
Conference Board Member
Just a quick note to say thank you for all you did to put on a terrific RIMS forum. The
details were flawlessly organized and things ran like clockwork. You exercised
extraordinary pre-event patience with me... much appreciated!
Conference Speaker

